AKYEN A-Frame Dumbbell Rack Stand Only-5 Tier Weight Rack for
Dumbbells (570 Pounds Weight Capacity) Review-2021

AKYENDesigns and produces fitness equipment for 30 years. Especially in WEIGHT RACK, the
rack was designed with advice of professional coach. NO SMELL You can put it together within 10
minutes.
570LBS Weight CapacityAKYEN weight rack is designed to hold FIVE pairs of dumbbells ranging
from 0-100 pounds; Rack weight 27 pounds; Dimension: 25.2x16.1x34.4 inches; Length between
slots: 5.9-7.1 inches. It is an amazing Gift for your family and friends.
Durable and Reliable A-frame dumbbell rack is built with heavy-gauge steel tubing and finished with
a durable black powder coat for long-lasting performance. Very sturdy and stable. No worry about its
cracking under lasting burdening.
Anti-scratch and Safe The rubber inserts prevents damage to your dumbbells; The rubber end caps
of the dumbbell rack stand keep your floors from being harmed. This weight rack protect your
dumbbells and your floor equally.
Space-saving Design The A frame design of this weight holder maximizes floor space by storing
dumbbells in an â€œAâ€• shape; Easily access and store dumbbells and Suitable for gym, home
and office.
Neat and TidyAKYEN heavy duty vertical dumbbell rack stand will bring order to the chaos of your
dumbbells; turning your cluttered workout area into a neat and tidy exercise zone.
What You GetOne set of Dumbbell Rack Parts, Assembly tools, Manual, and 1-year Warranty.
Kindly remind that please measure the size of your weights before purchase!A-FRAME Dumbbell
Rack
Made of heavy duty steel construction, this vertical dumbbell rack stand can support up to 570
pounds weight capacity.
Sturdy and Stable
Built with heavy-gauge steel tubing and finished with a durable black powder coat for long-lasting
performance. Each gap supports up to 100 pounds.
Space-saving Design
The 25.2x16.1x34.4â€• , 5 tier weight rack stand will store your various dumbbells, turning your
cluttered workout area into a neat and tidy exercise zone.
A-frame Dumbbell Rack Stand Only
3 Tier Dumbbell Rack Stand Only
Max Weight Capacity
570 POUNDS
1100POUNDS
Weight
27 POUNDS
46 POUNDS
Product Dimensions
25.2x16.1x34.4 inches
37.6x24.0x37.4 inches
Special Features
NO SHARP, Space-saving
NO SHARP
Rubber Caps
YES
YES
Material
Heavy-gauge Steel
Heavy-gauge Steel
Number of tiers
5 Tier
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